
Hello!                              This week we have… 

- Subtracted using tens frames and part whole models AND compared subtraction number 

sentences to 20. 

- Created our own felt shoes and written our own instructions.  

- Understood why it is important to create accurate algorithms.  

- Acted out a well-known Christian story. 

- Considered the dangers we might find outside and how to keep safe around them. 

- Investigated how to join and combine shapes to make a house.  

Next week we will be… 

- Retelling a familiar story in order and describing characters using adjectives in English. 

- Creating addition and subtraction fact families and counting to 50 forwards and backwards in 

maths.  

- Investigating ways of creating the interior features of a house in D.T. 

- Describing the properties of everyday materials in science. 

- Writing instructions to program a person like a computer in ICT. 

- Identifying our own special places and people in PSHE. 

- Retelling a well-known Christian story as a storyboard in R.E. 

Homework 

This week’s maths homework is all about comparing addition and subtraction number sentences.    

Buster’s Book Club 

This week in Class 1 we had 13 children who met the reading target, 11 children who exceeded the reading 

target and totalled 107 additional minutes of reading.  

Please continue to fill in the bookmarks in the front of reading records every Wednesday night. 

WOW work of the week 

This week we have had a brilliant time creating our own ‘how to make a felt shoe’ instructions and an even 

BETTER time testing our instructions by making our own! Here is a picture of some of the shoes we created. 

The children worked together and all had a chance to sew. It was lovely to see our more ‘experienced’ sewers 

in the class supporting our ‘first time’ sewers and we are very impressed with the outcomes!  

 

Have a good weekend! 

Miss Crayford 


